GIVE THEM THE REMOTE pdf
1: Tech support scam. I gave them remote access. I did a system restore - Microsoft Community
If you put Microsoft at the center of your home entertainment system, be prepared to hand them the remote control,
literally. Following reports that digital television viewers were blocked from recording the new season of NBC's
"Gladiators", Microsoft confirmed that it is preventing users from recording the show.

If one of you is using Windows 7 or 8, you can use the older Windows Remote Assistance. Windows Remote
Assistance is still included in Windows 10, just in case you need it. If You Both Have Windows You can do
this over email, text message, or on the phone. They must enter this code within ten minutes from the time you
received it, or the code will expire. You can troubleshoot their computer, change settings, check for malware,
install software, or do anything else you would do if you were sitting in front of their computer. The
annotation icon at the top right corner of the window allows you to draw annotations on the screen to help
communicate with the other person. Watch out when modifying network settings. This may not always work
properly, however. First, open the Windows Remote Assistance application. On Windows 10, the Windows
Remote Assistance tool is a little hidden. There are several different ways to invite someone. You may also be
able to use Easy Connect. To use this feature, both you and your helper need to have Easy Connect available.
This requires peer-to-peer networking features and may not be available on certain networks. You need to
provide this password to the other person and they can use it to connect to your PC. This password is only
valid for connecting to your PC while this window is open, and it changes each time you restart Windows
Remote Assistance. Send the invitation file to the other person however you likeâ€”for example, by using
Gmail, Outlook. Mail, or whatever other program you use. Provide the person with the password, too. These
are separate for a reason. If available, Easy Connect is the simplest option. If the person who connects has
received an invitation file, they can also just double-click it and enter the password to connect. After they do,
the person who connects will be able to see their screen. At any point in time, they can close the Remote
Assistance window to end the connection. Just be careful when modifying some network settings, as this could
cause the Remote Assistance tool to disconnect and you may have to set up the connection once again.
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2: Remote Desktop clients FAQ | Microsoft Docs
Remote team members can be huge contributors to a company's growth, as long as you create a framework for bringing
them on board and managing them in ways that set them up for success.

Specific error messages The majority of these questions apply to all of the clients, but there are a few client
specific items. Setting up Which PCs can I connect to? Check out the supported configuration article for
information about what PCs you can connect to. First, have you seen the Remote Desktop Setup Wizard? It
walks you through getting your PC ready for remote access. Download and run that tool on your PC to get
everything set. Otherwise, if you prefer to do things manually, read on. For Windows 10, do the following: On
the device you want to connect to, open Settings. Select System and then Remote Desktop. Use the slider to
enable Remote Desktop. Click Show settings to go to the power settings for your PC, where you can change
this setting. You can grant permission for specific users to access this PC - to do that, click Select users that
can remotely access this PC. Members of the Administrators group automatically have access. Here are some
possible solutions to common problems you might encounter when trying to connect to a remote PC. Make
sure you have the right PC name, and then check to see if you entered that name correctly. Make sure you
have internet connection. The Remote Desktop port might be blocked by a firewall. Click Allow an app or
feature through Windows Firewall. You might be asked for an admin password or to confirm your choice.
Remote connections might not be set up on the remote PC. The remote PC might be turned off. Is the PC on
and awake? Did you enter the right name or IP address? In many home networks, you have to use the IP
address instead of the host name to connect. Is the PC on a different network? Did you configure the PC to let
outside connections through? Check out Allow access to your PC from outside your network for help. Are you
connecting to a supported Windows version? Ask your system admin to do this for you. Which connection
methods are supported for company networks? If you want to access your office desktop from outside your
company network, your company must provide you with a means of remote access. The RD Client currently
supports the following: Other things to check: The 3G network blocks or corrupts VPN. There are several 3G
providers in the world who seem to block or corrupt 3G traffic. Verify VPN connectivity works correctly for
over a minute. How can I test if VPN is working properly? Verify that VPN is enabled on your device. You
can test your VPN connection by going to a webpage on your internal network or using a web service which is
only available via the VPN. Web client Which browsers can I use? What PCs can I use to access the web
client? Mobile devices are not supported at this time. Can I use the web client in a Remote Desktop
deployment without a gateway? The client requires a Remote Desktop Gateway to connect. Ask your admin
about it. You can use either the web client or the Web Access page to view the remote resources in a browser.
Can I embed the web client in another web page? This feature is not supported at the moment. Monitors,
audio, and mouse How do I use all of my monitors? To use two or more screens, do the following: Right-click
the remote desktop that you want to enable multiple screens for, and then click Edit. Enable Use all monitors
and Full screen. Is bi-directional sound supported? Sound upstream from client to server, for microphones is
not supported by the Remote Desktop Client. Mac client - hardware questions Yes, the remote desktop client
supports retina resolution. How do I enable secondary right-click? In order to make use of the right-click
inside an open session you have three options: To enable right-click, click System Preferences in the dock,
click Mouse, and then enable Secondary click. This is true for both Mac and iOS clients. Why do incorrect
characters appear in the session? If you are using an international keyboard, you might see an issue where the
characters that appear in the session do match the characters you typed on the Mac keyboard. This can occur
in the following scenarios: You are using a keyboard that the remote session does not recognize. You are
connecting to a previously disconnected session on a remote PC and that remote PC uses a different keyboard
language than the language you are currently trying to use. You can fix this issue by manually setting the
keyboard language for the remote session. See the steps in the next section. How do language settings affect
keyboards in a remote session? There are many types of Mac keyboard layouts. Some of these are Mac
specific layouts or custom layouts for which an exact match may not be available on the version of Windows
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you are remoting into. The remote session maps your keyboard to the best matching keyboard language
available on the remote PC. If your Mac keyboard layout is set to the PC version of the language keyboard for
example, French â€” PC all your keys should be mapped correctly and your keyboard should just work. If
your Mac keyboard layout is set to the Mac version of a keyboard for example, French the remote session will
map you to the PC version of the French language. Some of the Mac keyboard shortcuts you are used to using
on OSX will not work in the remote Windows session. If your keyboard layout is set to a variation of a
language for example, Canadian-French and if the remote session cannot map you to that exact variation, the
remote session will map you to the closest language for example, French. If your keyboard layout is set to a
layout the remote session cannot match at all, your remote session will default to give you the language you
last used with that PC. In this case, or in cases where you need to change the language of your remote session
to match your Mac keyboard, you can manually set the keyboard language in the remote session to the
language that is the closest match to the one you wish to use as follows. Use the following instructions to
change the keyboard layout inside the remote desktop session: On Windows 10 or Windows 8: From inside
the remote session, open Region and Language. Open Region and Language. Add the language you want to
use. Then close the Region and Language window. In the right side of the remote session, near the clock.
Click the language you want to switch to such as Eng. You might need to close and restart the application you
are currently using for the keyboard changes to take effect. Specific errors Why do I get an "Insufficient
privileges" error? You are not allowed to access the session you want to connect to. The most likely cause is
that you are trying to connect to an admin session. Only administrators are allowed to connect to the console.
Verify that the console switch is off in the advanced settings of the remote desktop. If this is not the source of
the problem, please contact your system administrator for further assistance. Why does the client say that there
is no CAL? Contact your network administrator for assistance. Why did I get an "Access Denied" error? The
"Access Denied" error is a generated by the Remote Desktop Gateway and the result of incorrect credentials
during the connection attempt. Verify your username and password. In case of an RPC error or Error 0x59E6
try again after waiting a few minutes, the RD Gateway server has reached the maximum number of active
connections. Depending on the Windows version running on the RD Gateway the maximum number of
connections differs:
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3: Access another computer with Chrome Remote Desktop - Computer - Google Chrome Help
There are several ways a person can gain remote access. 1. The user downloads a virus through a file or pic of an
unknown sender. 2. Through remote assistance (this has to be verified by the owner of the computer first. I would advise
you to never give out personal information to someone they don't know especially over the phone.

Share this article on The impact of remote working on commercial real estate For decades, one of the biggest
markers of prestige for a business was its property: But this idea is changing, as increasing numbers of us turn
away from the traditional model of commuting every day into a central corporate HQ. As a result, the
decreasing number of us using the traditional model is rendering these big, sole-occupancy office buildings a
smaller part of the bigger picture. For brokers, this could be seen as a threat to their bottom line, as their
portfolio of large, single-site offerings becomes more and more outdated. Download the full report here. The
future of brokering is selling workspace, not just offices â€” Offering flexible, scalable solutions as well as
options for traditional long-term leases allows you to meet the needs of companies and their staff alike. How
the challenges to the office emerged Social and economic trends which have been growing for decades are
now reshaping our ideas about the modern office. It began to become clear that bringing hundreds of workers
into large corporate HQs every day was not going to be sustainable in the long run. With new, flexible ways of
working growing in popularity, our cities and offices are being transformed. But so too are commercial
brokering strategies â€” in this environment, business as usual is no longer an option. For those who seize the
moment, there will be an opportunity to create a whole new kind of business. In this paper, we explore the
trends that are reshaping the market, discover what your clients and their employees want â€” and examine the
financial benefits for you. How remote working became a reality Telecommuting was invented in the shadow
of the OPEC energy crisis, but the growth of remote working has in reality been driven by an even more
precious commodity: They are busy people, juggling high-level jobs and the demands of home life.
Technology has always been seen as the enabler of remote working. But changing cultural attitudes has been
just as important. We have perhaps now reached a tipping point: Nearly a third say they are more productive
away from the office. These cultural changes, driven by a wish for an improved work-life balance, are
reshaping what companies want from their office buildings. They are given even more impact by changes in
the economic landscape. Together, these trends have the power to transform the business of office space.
Many experts believe so: Professor Miller argues that the global recession in put an end to cheap rent and led
companies to look for significant financial savings. Further data from Deutsche Asset Management shows this
trend has since continued, with office space density per worker in the US continuing to decrease between and
Asia and Europe, where space is often at a greater premium than the USA, are seeing bigger changes. In cities
such as London, the pressures of the residential property market and the changing balance between work and
home life are reshaping the city. Office space has fallen in London for six consecutive months, the largest
decline since the s. In Westminster alone, , square metres of space has been converted from offices to homes.
Not every company is rushing to slash the size of their office and to encourage more remote working.
Ironically, perhaps, the technology sector which has done so much to enable telecommuting has been one of
the biggest proponents of the traditional office. Apple is building a new spaceship-like corporate HQ in
California with , square metres of space. CEO Marissa Mayer made headlines when she banned working from
home in a bid to encourage greater collaboration. But the overall trends are clear. Brokers face a future where
they could be chasing fewer and fewer significant traditional office deals. Or they face investing larger
amounts of time and money to secure dozens of small deals to match the value of one major deal in the past.
Understanding the needs of employees Businesses also face demand from their employees to allow more
flexible working, to give them the chance of a better work-life balance. Our health suffers from long
commutes too, with greater distances from work associated with greater obesity, less sleep, more stress, and
complaints such as neck or back pain. With employers increasingly committed to helping their staff maintain
their health â€” not least because fewer absences and improved happiness means greater productivity â€” they
can hardly ignore the damage done by the commute. Employees are voting with their feet, so your clients have
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to respond. Simply allowing employees the opportunity to work from home rarely meets this demand,
however. Companies may resist home-working because they value the collaboration which takes place
between workers in the same office â€” but so do employees. Workers and their employers are looking for
new solutions. Meet that and the threat posed by a changing property market becomes an exciting opportunity.
The right space at the right time Our hyper-connected world is all about giving people what they want, just
when they need it. The "just-in-time" approach revolutionised manufacturing in the s: By offering flexible
workspace as well as the more traditional office solutions, you can be part of a similar revolution, where
companies acquire just the space that they need, when they need it. This means your clients have the option to
choose places to work at one of thousands of locations worldwide on a full-time, part-time or pay-as-you-go
basis, including satellite offices in easy-to-reach locations near residential areas. For companies aiming to
meet tighter-than-ever financial targets, this kind of workspace has major advantages over signing a long-term
office lease: Staff forced to choose between a long commute to corporate HQ and unproductive efforts to work
at home do have another option. And if their business requires them to travel, they can take their office with
them, checking in at a local location. The new brokering is perhaps above all best for brokers. It also offers
distinct advantages to making money from traditional office deals. This speed means a better cash flow for
brokers. Fees are paid within 30 days, not over years. Flexibility is the future of the office The big corporate
HQ is a now-outdated phenomenon facing the challenges of a modern business. Long-term market trends are
turning against the traditional office deal. The future of brokering is selling workspace, not just offices.
Offering flexible, scalable solutions as well as options for traditional long-term leases allows you to meet the
needs of companies and their staff alike. Reinventing the deal can mean better cash flow and an improved
bottom line. You may also like these articles.
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4: can someone get remote access to my computer - Microsoft Community
You buy them diapers, but they decide to pee on you during changing time. You make them gourmet pureed meals, but
they're most satisfied gnawing on their boogers. You give them beautiful toys, but all they want to play with is the TV
remote.

Posted 07 March - He called them and gave them remote access to our computer. Of course it was not
Microsoft he was talking to. It was a "company" called ProTekt. I came home right after the computer had to
be rebooted. I immediately turned off the computer. The person he was dealing with started calling and have
called a few times since but I have not picked it up. We immediately drove to a safe computer 30 min drive to
reset all important account passwords. I called my credit card company and have also put a fraud alert with all
credit reporting agencies. I disconnected the computer from the internet and took a look at what they did: They
uninstalled my virus software and installed what appears to have been support. They also seemed to erase all
my foxfire settings. Who knows what they really loaded. I had previously been dealing with some drive errors
that were preventing me from creating or using restore points. This is one reason my husband fell for the scam.
He knew we had been having problems. Anyway I decided to restore windows 7 to factory settings. My
computer did not come with disks so I did it from the restore program. I chose the complete reformat option. I
did reluctantly allow windows to install norton because I was worried about not having any protection. I have
ran norton, malwarebytes and avast and the system seems clean. I reset my router passwords and set my
firewall to the highest level. I am still feeling unsafe. Since windows was loaded from the computer itself
could they have gotten to the restore file and put spyware on it? My understand is that it is hard to do but that
they could have installed something on my MBR. Could they have gotten into my email? What could they
have done in it before I managed to change the password? Should I get a whole new email account? I have not
seen any unusual activity in my email except that I just got a phony email pretending to be from paypal telling
me that my password and security questions had been changed. They wanted me to hit a link to get a phone
number to call if I had not been the one to make the changes. Instead I went to paypal. That makes me feel that
they at the very least got my email address. How concerned should I be? Should I just go get a new computer
to put my mind to rest? I do not want to type any credit card numbers into the computer or log into any
accounts out of fear that they will be able to see it. For example paypal suggested that I lof inot my account
and change my password but I do not want to so that if they can see what I am doing and will just get the new
password. The credit card associated with paypal has been canceled and the attached checking account was
closed long ago but I still feel uncomfortable doing anything like that. Am I being overly cautious? The
protekt people have called at least two times and let the phone ring once maybe twice before hanging up. Are
they trying to see if they are able to still remotely connect? Their last call was on Friday. I am sorry that this is
so long. This has been very stressful few days and my husband feels like such a fool. It is such a horrible
feeling. Any advice would be appreciated.
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5: Give IT Vendors Remote Access without VPN | BOMGAR
These tools allow you to take remote control of another person's computer so you can help them troubleshoot it while
you're on the phone with them. They work similarly to Remote Desktop, but are available on all editions of Windows and
are easy to set up.

Finally, they ask you to pay them to fix that non-existent problem. Tech Support Scams To convince you that
both the scammers and the problems are real, the scammers may: But there are things you can do to stop them.
If You Get a Call or Pop-Up If you get an unexpected or urgent call from someone who claims to be tech
support, hang up. If you get a pop-up message that tells you to call tech support, ignore it. There are legitimate
pop-ups from your security software to do things like update your operating system. But do not call a number
that pops up on your screen in a warning about a computer problem. Never share passwords or give control of
your computer to anyone who contacts you. If You Were Scammed Get rid of malware. Update or download
legitimate security software and scan your computer. Delete anything the software says is a problem. Change
any passwords that you shared with someone. Change the passwords on every account that uses passwords
you shared. If you paid for bogus services with a credit card, call your credit card company and ask to reverse
the charges. Report it to ftc. Refund Scams If you paid for tech support services, and you later get a call about
a refund, that call is probably also a scam. The refund scam works like this: Several months after a purchase,
someone calls to ask if you were happy with the service. Or, the caller says the company is going out of
business and giving refunds. The scammer eventually asks for your bank or credit card account number, or
asks for access to your bank account to make a deposit. But instead of putting money in your account, the
scammer takes money from your account. If you get a call like this, hang up, and report it:
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6: How to Get Started with TeamViewer Remote Control
It will give them a session ID and password that they can give to you, allowing you to easily remotely connect from your
TeamViewer program. There's no setup process here â€” just download the appropriate program and double-click it to
launch it.

Thanks to Internet and networking technologies, companies can transact business, attract new customers and
share information within the office easier than ever before. However, these technologies can cause complex
problems when not maintained properly. If your business is like most, you probably have key employees to
whom you turn to fix computer problems. Add an Administrator 1. Log in to Windows with an administrator
account. Select the "Administrator" option and click "Create Account. After the Make Changes window
opens, click "Create a Password. Click the "Create Password" button to save the new password. After the new
administrator logs on to the machine, he can change the password by clicking the "Change Password" link in
the Make Changes window for his user account. Grant Remote Desktop Access to an Administrator 1. Select
"Local Users and Groups" in the Computer Management navigation pane, then double-click "Users" in the
center pane of the window. Right-click the name of the Administrator to whom you want to grant Remote
Desktop access, then click "Properties" on the pop-up menu. Click the "Member Of" tab in the Properties
window, then click the "Add" button. In the text box labeled "Enter the object names to select," type "Remote
Desktop Users. Windows underlines the network name of the computer along with "Remote Desktop Users.
The administrator is now part of the Remote Desktop Users group and can log in to the machine remotely.
Click the "OK" button to close the Properties window, then close the Computer Management console window.
Add administrator accounts with remote desktop access to other computers on the network as needed. Tip If
you want several administrators to have remote access to a machine, you can grant them all access at once
instead of doing so one by one. Click the "Groups" folder in the Computer Management window rather than
"Users. References 2 UC Berkeley: Since that time, Grundy has written many guides to using various
applications that are published on numerous how-to and tutorial sites.
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7: How to Give Remote Desktop Users Administrator Rights | www.enganchecubano.com
We proactively support our developers, fund their learning and growth, connect them in roaming hacker housesaround
the world, and give them a remote environment that motivates and inspires them on a daily basis.

What do I do now? A very common scam has people supposedly from Microsoft or your ISP or other
authorities calling to help you with computer problems. Unfortunately, remote access was given. What should
be done to prevent further compromise of the PC data? MS scanner and a Norton scan were done and showed
no problems. Remote access software files were removed manually from PC. Could the scammer again access
the PC data? Data is backed up to the external drive not plugged in at the time of the scam. Become a Patron
of Ask Leo! The Scam The scam is very simple: Microsoft, your ISP or any of the other companies these
scammers claim to be from are not involved in any way. And, of course, they can fix it for you. The scammer
asks you to allow them to access your computer. Typically that means they have you connect to a remote
access site, such as logmein. The scammer installs malware. What about those EventViewer messages?
EventViewer is a mess. Or, rather, the information that is logged by applications in the system and displayed
by EventViewer is a mess. Avoiding the scam Classic scam-avoidance Listen to them, if you like. The short
answer is that you have no idea what they did. There are two approaches at this point: Hope for the best. And
if you walk away remembering just one thing, remember this: This is an update to an article originally posted
July 4, Related Posts Can an ISP remotely access my computer without my knowledge? Defender is included
in Windows 8, except if you want to run it offline. MSE is a download. How do I remove ransomware? Why
does my computer continually reboot? You have several ways to get your data off there and with a little bit of
luck you may get you a working system again as well. July 21, in:
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8: Git - Working with Remotes
Frequently asked questions about the Remote Desktop clients. 07/16/; 12 minutes to read Contributors. In this article.
Applies To: Windows 10, Windows , Windows Server R2, Windows Server Now that you've set up the Remote Desktop
client on your device (Android, Mac, iOS, or Windows), you may have questions.

There are a million and one remote tech support options out there. TeamViewer TeamViewer is the remote
support tool of choice for many geeks. It can be used in several different ways. You can direct your partner to
download the TeamViewer QuickSupport application , which can run without administrator access or any
system configuration. It will give them a session ID and password that they can give to you, allowing you to
easily remotely connect from your TeamViewer program. You could also opt to set up unattended access after
installing the full TeamViewer client, giving you permanent remote access to the computer without the remote
user having to give you any passwords or confirm anything. You can even remotely connect from an Android
or iOS device. Windows Remote Assistance Windows has a built-in remote assistance feature designed for
just this situation. While only Professional editions of Windows can use the remote desktop server software,
every version of Windows can send a remote assistance invitation and invite someone else to assist with their
computers. Read our in-depth walkthrough to Windows Remote Assistance for more information. If a solution
that allows you to remotely log in without pestering the other person is ideal, set up TeamViewer or a similar
program instead. To do this, both you and the other person will need to have the Chrome Remote Desktop app
installed. The other person will need to open the Chrome Remote Desktop app from their new tab page and
click Enable remote connections. You could also try setting up a PIN for permanent remote access.
TeamViewer seems to be a better option for the average geek. You could try enabling Remote Desktop in
Windows for permanent remote access, but that would require the other person have a Professional version of
Windows or better â€” not too common with average users. This would also require port forwarding to make
the machine accessible from the Internet. You could also set up a VNC server , which is the manual way of
doing this. This is much more painful than just using one of the above solutions, which handles the connection
setup itself without any messy port-forwarding. If you constantly find yourself having to perform remote tech
support for the same people, you may want to get your relatives off of Windows entirely.
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9: The impact of remote working on commercial real estate - Work US
Give vendors access to your network without a VPN connection and enable technicians to control, monitor, and manage
access to systems by privileged users.

I started watching it probably six or seven episodes into the first run. I was aware of it because a close friend
from college called me and told me I had to start watching this show. And so I did. And of course, at the time,
there was no outlet for catching up on episodes that you have missed. And then of course, like everybody, I
saw three out of four. There were holes for me for years that I finally went back on and ultimately caught up
on. Were you writing when the show started? I had just started. The storytelling I thought was spectacular.
And they were definitely the kind of stories that appealed to me. What stood out the most to you at the time?
So many things, and so many things which sadly are probably very obvious about the show. I love that I at the
time, interestingly, was less into the mythology episodes and more into what we would now refer to as the
standalone episodes. I loved several things: I loved one week it would be really scary, and one week it would
be really funny, and the next week it would just be suspenseful. That there was no template they had to satisfy,
they had the guts to try different things. And clearly over time the range expanded, but it was obvious from the
beginning. I loved the relationship between Mulder and Scully. I love how archetypical and simply the
characters were defined; though they were deeply layered, they were so clearly the skeptic and the believer.
The architecture of the show I recognized back then was just brilliant. You can hang so much on that
architecture and then deepen it and then it can become self-reflective, which of course it did. Oh my God,
there are so many [things]. Well, interestingly, I think they coined the term mythology. I think they made the
world safe for long-form serialized storytellingâ€¦and interestingly, that was probably an aspect of the show
that was less important initially and became more important as the show went on, but is still ultimately
remembered as an important aspect of the show. Interestingly, for me, one of the things that made the show
work, and work so well, was it really had deep themes and universal themes that they explored over time. One
of them being sort of desperate loneliness and the need for human beings to try and connect and the things that
stand in the way of people connecting. Which is harrowing, but I think what drove so much of the storytelling.
And it also had intellectual themes, primarily among them, the theme of the unknown. And I think, for me, the
lesson there is, if the show is about something at its core, you can have the wide bandwidth to tell a bunch of
different stories, because the underpinning is the same. And for me, that was a huge lesson. And I think,
without mischaracterizing them, a lot more of their mythology was made up as they went along. Or we knew
what it was about, even if we never knew all of the details. To know all the details that early would take the
fun out of the creative process for the writers. I think the point of putting together a staff of talented writers is
to let them write in the style and stories that matter to them. Darin is a wonderful, wonderful man. What
lessons was he able to impart on your team as you were trying to create a sci-fi show for Fox? Was that
something you guys embraced initially or something you tried to shrug off? It is a totally two-sided sword.
X-FILES was a cultural moment and a zeitgeist-y, relevant show like no science fiction show has been since
then in its first run. So there was a ton of support for the show. Some was because of what the show
specifically was, because Fox personally liked it, and was unbelievably supportive, all the way up to [Fox
Chairman] Kevin Reilly. You hear horror stories of networks trying to repeat successes, to the detriment of the
new showsâ€¦ JP: But it tends to be a pattern. Bruce Springsteen was originally the new Bob Dylan. Which is
both unfair and limiting, and also expecting things that are impossible. Was that the idea of the writers or was
that suggested externally? That was an episode that J. You mean specifically that [the Fringe division] used to
be the X division? Yes, we arrogantly set our show in the same universe. As someone who clearly has loved
both shows, it was nice to think that maybe one day Walter might run into Mulder and Scully and completely
baffle them. Yeah, we give shout-outs to all the people we love! Mulder, just because he was so fucked up. I
think at some point they made it just for Halloween [reruns]. It was so self-reflective about the show, which I
thought was charming and awesome. Did you have a favorite monster? Who was the cancer [man]?
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